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The Secret Lives of Dresses Jun
02 2020 Dora has always taken
the path of least resistance.
She went to the college that
offered her a scholarship, is
majoring in "vagueness
studies," and wears whatever
shows the least dirt. She falls
into a job at the college coffee
shop, and a crush on her flirty
boss, Gary. Just when she's
about to test Gary's feelings,
Mimi, the grandmother who
raised her, suffers a stroke.
Dora rushes back home to
Forsyth, NC, and finds herself
running her grandmother's
vintage clothing store. The
store has always been a fixture
in Dora's life; though she grew
up more of a jeans-and-

sweatshirt kind of girl, before
she even knew how to write,
Mimi taught her that a vintage
1920s dress could lift a
woman's spirit. While working
there, Dora befriends Mimi's
adorable contractor, Conrad. Is
he after Dora, or is working
from a different blueprint? And
why did Mimi start writing
down--and giving away--stories
of the dresses in her shop?
When Mimi dies, Dora can't get
out of town fast enough and
cedes control of the store to
her money-hungry aunt who
wants to turn it into a t-shirt
shop for tourists. But
ultimately, she returns to
Forsyth, willing to battle
whatever may stand in the way
of her staying there. Dora can
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trade her boring clothes for
vintage glamour, but can she
trade her boring life for one
she actually wants?
Deep Down Popular: A Wish
Novel Aug 29 2022 6th-grader
Jessie Lou is deeply, madly,
passionately in love with
Conrad Parker Smith. Too bad
she's a tomboy with only one
on-again, off-again friend, and
hair so short you can't spit on
it. Too bad he's the most
popular boy in their small-town
school. But then Conrad hurts
his leg and suddenly can't keep
up with his old pursuits
anymore. Jessie Lou and
Conrad start spending a lot
more time together, but she
can't help wonder -- is she just
a substitute friend? And will
Read Online truthofgujarat.com on
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Conrad forget her when his leg
brace comes off and he's king
of the school once again?
Trespasser Jun 22 2019 In Paul
Doiron's riveting follow-up to
his Edgar Award–nominated
novel, The Poacher's Son,
Maine game warden Mike
Bowditch's quest to find a
missing woman leads him
through a forest of lies in
search of a killer who may have
gotten away with murder once
before. While on patrol one
foggy March evening, Bowditch
receives a call for help. A
woman has reportedly struck a
deer on a lonely coast road.
When the game warden arrives
on the scene, he finds blood in
the road—but both the driver
and the deer have vanished.
And the state trooper assigned
to the accident appears
strangely unconcerned. The
details of the disappearance
seem eerily familiar. Seven
years earlier, a jury convicted
lobsterman Erland Jefferts of
the rape and murder of a
wealthy college student and
sentenced him to life in prison.
For all but his most fanatical
defenders, justice was served.
But when the missing woman is
found brutalized in a manner
that suggests Jefferts may have
been framed, Bowditch
receives an ominous warning
from state prosecutors to stop
asking questions. For
Bowditch, whose own life was
recently shattered by a horrific
act of violence, doing nothing is
not an option. His clandestine
investigation reopens old
wounds between Maine locals
and rich summer residents and
puts both his own life and that
of the woman he loves in
jeopardy. As he closes in on his

quarry, he suddenly discovers
how dangerous his opponents
are, and how far they will go to
prevent him from bringing a
killer to justice.
A Little Princess & The Secret
Garden Aug 05 2020 The
Secret Garden is a novel by
Frances Hodgson Burnett, first
published in 1911. It is now
one of Burnett's most popular
novels, and is considered to be
a classic of English children's
literature. The Secret Garden,
tells an inspirational tale of
transformation and
empowerment. Mary Lennox, a
sickly and contrary little girl, is
orphaned to dim prospects in a
gloomy English manor - her
only friend is a bed-ridden boy
named Colin whose prospects
may be dimmer than hers. But
when Mary finds the key to a
Secret Garden, the magical
powers of transformation fall
within her reach. A Little
Princess is a 1905 children's
novel by Frances Hodgson
Burnett. It is a revised and
expanded version of Burnett's
1888 serialised novel entitled
Sara Crewe. Sara Crewe, a
pupil at Miss Minchin's London
school, is left in poverty when
her father dies, but is later
rescued by a mysterious
benefactor. Frances Eliza
Hodgson Burnett (1849 – 1924)
was an English-American
playwright and author. She is
best known for her children's
stories, in particular Little Lord
Fauntleroy, A Little Princess,
and The Secret Garden.
I Hadn't Meant to Tell You This
Jan 28 2020 Marie, the only
African American girl in the
eighth grade willing to befriend
her white classmate Lena,
discovers that Lena's father is
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doing horrible things to her in
private.
You Can Bet on That Jul 24
2019 Friends Jamie, Isabella,
and Angeline engage in a bit of
friendly competition, but when
it is determined that the loser
must play "dare or worse dare"
with Isabella, all bets are off.
Center Ice Sep 25 2019 Karen
Webber is in small-town hell.
After her mother’s death, she
moved to Corrigan Falls to live
with strangers—her dad and
his perfect, shiny new
family—and there doesn’t seem
to be room for a city girl with a
chip on her shoulder. The only
person who makes her feel like
a real human being is Tyler
MacDonald. But Karen isn’t
interested in starting
something with a player. And
that’s all she keeps hearing
about Tyler. Corrigan Falls is a
hockey town, and Tyler’s the
star player. But the viselike
pressure from his father and
his agent are sending him
dangerously close to the edge.
All people see is
hockey—except Karen. Now
they’ve managed to find
something in each other that
they both desperately need.
And for the first time, Tyler is
playing for keeps... The
hometown hockey hero won’t
know what hit him...
Disclaimer: This Entangled
Teen Crush book contains adult
language, underage drinking,
sexual situations, and crazy
squirrels. It may cause you to
become a fan of hockey—or at
least hot hockey players Each
book in the Corrigan Falls
Raiders series is a standalone,
full-length story that can be
enjoyed out of order. Series
Order: Book #1 Center Ice
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Book #2 Playing Defense Book
#3 Winging It Book #4
Breakaway
The Lovers Jul 04 2020 A
riveting, real-life equivalent of
The Kite Runner-an
astonishingly powerful and
profoundly moving story of a
young couple willing to risk
everything for love that puts a
human face on the ongoing
debate about women's rights in
the Muslim world. "She is his
Juliet and he is her Romeo, and
her family has threatened to
kill them both..." This is the
heartrending account of Zakia
and Mohammad Ali, a couple
from opposing Islamic sects,
who defying their society's
norms have left behind
everything they know and are
quite literally risking their lives
for their love. She is a Sunni,
he is a Shia, but as friends from
childhood Zakia and
Mohammad Ali could never
have predicted that their love
would anger their families so
much that they would be forced
to leave their homes finding
refuge in the harsh terrain of
the Afghani mountains. Without
money or passports they rely
on the kindness of strangers to
house them for a couple of days
at a time as they remain on the
run, never deterred. New York
Times journalist, Rod
Nordland, has chronicled the
plight of the young lovers
telling their extraordinary story
of courage, perseverance and
love in one of the world's most
troubled countries. This moving
love story is told against the
bigger backdrop of the horrific
but widespread practices that
women are subjected to in
Afghanistan.
An Acquaintance with Darkness

Oct 26 2019 A teenage orphan
is caught up in President
Lincoln’s assassination—and
another macabre plot—in this
“fast-paced and dramatic”
historical novel (Publishers
Weekly). Emily’s mother always
told her that she should avoid
Uncle Valentine, a doctor, that
he was involved in things she
shouldn’t know about. But after
Emily is orphaned—as
Washington, DC, is in chaos
due to the end of the Civil
War—she has nowhere else to
go. Now, in addition to coping
with the loss of her mother, the
fourteen-year-old finds herself
involved in two mysteries.
First, she wonders about her
best friend, Annie Surratt, and
the Surratt family. Annie has a
signed picture of the handsome
actor John Wilkes Booth in her
room—but there seems to be
more of a connection between
Booth and the Surratt family
than Emily thought…possibly
including the plot to kill
Lincoln. At the same time,
Uncle Valentine’s odd behavior
leads Emily to suspect that he
is involved with bodysnatching. As dark secrets
swirl around her, Emily must
figure out who she can trust, in
this suspenseful tale “with a
wealth of interesting
background information”
(Publishers Weekly). “Rinaldi
has woven two interesting plots
here into a fine coming-of-age
historical novel....Makes
readers feel as if they are living
in history.”—Booklist “A vivid
account of the moral
ambiguities surrounding body
snatching—for medical
research—at the close of the
Civil War.”—Publishers Weekly
The Vespertine Dec 21 2021
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It’s the summer of 1889, and
Amelia van den Broek is new to
Baltimore and eager to take in
all the pleasures the city has to
offer. But her gaiety is
interrupted by disturbing,
dreamlike visions she has only
at sunset—visions that offer
glimpses of the future. Soon,
friends and strangers alike call
on Amelia to hear her
prophecies. However, a
forbidden romance with
Nathaniel, an artist, threatens
the new life Amelia is building
in Baltimore. This enigmatic
young man is keeping secrets
of his own—still, Amelia finds
herself irrepressibly drawn to
him. When one of her darkest
visions comes to pass, Amelia’s
world is thrown into chaos. And
those around her begin to
wonder if she’s not the seer of
dark portents, but the cause.
This book features a teaser
chapter from Saundra
Mitchell’s third novel, The
Springsweet.
Sonata #1: For Riley Red Oct
07 2020 Thirteen-year-old
Rachel and her "outcast"
friends struggle to come to
terms with unresolved
emotional traumas while trying
to rescue a neglected zoo
elephant in a small town
outside of Boston.
Romeo and Juliet and
Vampires Feb 08 2021
Shakespeare’s most famous
tragedy about two young "starcross'd lovers" whose untimely
deaths ultimately unite their
feuding families... retold with a
bit more bite!
Everything on a Waffle May
02 2020 This Newbery Honor
Book tells the story of 11 -yearold Primrose, who lives in a
small fishing village in British
Read Online truthofgujarat.com on
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Columbia. She recounts her
experiences and all she learns
about human nature and the
unpredictability of life after her
parents are lost at sea.
Penguin Readers MP3 CD Pack
Level 2. Pirates of the
Caribbean 1 Feb 29 2020
Deep Down Popular Jul 28
2022 In a small, Virginia town,
sixth-grader Jessie Lou
Ferguson has a crush on the
hugely popular Conrad Parker
Smith, and when he injures his
leg and the teacher asks Jessie
Lou to help him, they become
friends, to her surprise.
Go Away, Shelley Boo! Dec 09
2020 Emily Louise, who enjoys
making up wild stories,
watches the new girl move in
next door and imagines all
kinds of terrible behavior for
her.
Fat Angie Feb 20 2022 Winner
of a 2014 Stonewall Book
Award Her sister was captured
in Iraq, she’s the resident
laughingstock at school, and
her therapist tells her to count
instead of eat. Can a daring
new girl in her life really
change anything? Angie is
broken — by her can’t-bebothered mother, by her highschool tormenters, and by
being the only one who thinks
her varsity-athlete-turned-warhero sister is still alive. Hiding
under a mountain of junk food
hasn’t kept the pain (or the
shouts of “crazy mad cow!”)
away. Having failed to kill
herself — in front of a gym full
of kids — she’s back at high
school just trying to make it
through each day. That is, until
the arrival of KC Romance, the
kind of girl who doesn’t exist in
Dryfalls, Ohio. A girl who is one
hundred and ninety-nine

percent wow! A girl who never
sees her as Fat Angie, and who
knows too well that the
package doesn’t always match
what’s inside. With an offbeat
sensibility, mean girls to rival a
horror classic, and characters
both outrageous and touching,
this darkly comic anti-romantic
romance will appeal to anyone
who likes entertaining and
meaningful fiction.
A Blaze of Glory Sep 17 2021
“[An] exciting read . . . [Jeff]
Shaara returns to the U.S. Civil
War in this first book of a new
trilogy. . . . This novel is
meticulously researched and
brings a vivid reality to the
historical events
depicted.”—Library Journal
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER Spring 1862. The
Confederate Army in the West
teeters on the brink of collapse.
General Albert Sidney Johnston
is forced to abandon the critical
city of Nashville and rally his
troops in defense of the
Memphis and Charleston
Railroad. Hot on Johnston’s
trail are two of the Union’s best
generals: Ulysses Grant and
Don Carlos Buell. If their
combined forces can crush
Johnston’s army and capture
the railroad, the war in the
West likely will be over.
There’s just one problem:
Johnston knows of the Union
plans and is poised to launch
an audacious surprise attack on
Grant’s encampment—a small
settlement in southwestern
Tennessee anchored by a
humble church named Shiloh.
Drawing on meticulous
research, Jeff Shaara
dramatizes the key decisions of
the commanders on both sides
of the conflict—and brings to
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life the junior officers,
conscripts, and enlisted men
who gave their all for the
cause. With stunning
immediacy, Shaara takes us
inside the maelstrom of Shiloh
as no novelist has before.
“Brilliant . . . riveting . . . a
work to be
embraced.”—Bookreporter
Includes a preview of Jeff
Shaara’s next Civil War novel,
A Chain of Thunder.
Romeo Blue Jun 26 2022 The
eagerly anticipated follow-up to
Phoebe Stone's instant classic,
The Romeo and Juliet Code.
When Flissy Budwig's parents
first dropped her off in
Bottlebay, Maine, she hated
everything about it. She hated
the big gloomy house she was
to live in. She hated meeting
her long-lost and highly
eccentric Bathburn relatives.
Most of all, she hated knowing
that she was safe in America
while her parents faced the
guns of WWII in Europe.
Especially when she discovered
her parents were spies.
Especially when she learned
her parents were missing. But
a year has passed now, and
Flissy has grown to love life in
Bottlebay and grown to love
Derek, the boy the Bathburns
have adopted. Then a man
claiming to be Derek's true
father arrives, and soon he's
asking all sorts of strange
questions. Flissy has a nose for
trouble. Has Derek's new
father come to take him away
from Flissy forever...or is there
something even more sinister
afoot in Bottlebay, Maine?
Secrets, spies, and sleuthing
abound in this charming followup to Phoebe Stone's The
Romeo and Juliet Code.
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Kill the Company Mar 12
2021 In the ever-changing
world of business, we've
arrived at a point where
process has trumped culture,
where the race toward
efficiency has left us unable to
reach our potential. Stuck in
the land of status quo, we've
forgotten how to think. The
very structures put in place to
help businesses grow are now
holding us back;; it's time to
Kill the Company. This book is
a call to arms: to start a
revolution in how we think and
work. But instead of more onesize-fits-all change initiatives
forced upon employees, we
need to embrace small changes
that create ripple effects
throughout the organization.
Lisa Bodell urges companies to
move from "Zombies, Inc." to
"Think, Inc." Thinking can no
longer be exclusive to the
creative team or lead
strategists. A culture of
curiosity must be fostered
among the ranks to shake up
our standard practices, from
unproductive meetings to gonowhere strategic planning.
This revolution can and will
awaken our ability to think, and
ultimately, to innovate and
grow.
Flyer Jan 22 2022 Hi-Lo
Chapter Books for Children.
This series of short novels was
designed to engage a broad
spectrum of struggling readers.
No longer will upperelementary students have to
read material junior to their
maturity and interests.
Characters are age appropriate
and come from diverse cultures
and backgrounds. Science
fiction, sports, paranormal,
realistic life, historical fiction,

and fantasy are just a few of
the many genres. Books are no
higher than a 1.5 reading level,
with illustrations on every
spread that support visual
literacy and draw kids into the
text. When Eric Peters learns
that a once famous World War
II pilot has a P-51 Mustang
stored at the local airstrip, he
knows he must see it. So he
goes to the nursing home to
introduce himself to the now
ninety-five-year-old pilot, Leo
Foster. Now too old to see his
dream of restoring the
Mustang to flying shape, Mr.
Foster encourages Eric to find
someone who can fulfill his
wish. But Eric’s dad balks at
having his son anywhere near
danger. Will Eric be able to
convince him otherwise?
The Adventures Of Sherlock
Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle
Nov 27 2019 The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, a collection
of 12 Sherlock Holmes tales,
previously published in The
Strand Magazine, written by
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and
published in 1892.
The Romeo and Juliet Code
Sep 29 2022 A sudden trip to a
seaside house. A boy with
brown sugar eyes. And then , a
mysterious letter.Felicity's
glamorous parents have a
secret. When they leave her
with distant relatives in Maine,
far away from the battles of
WWII, Felicity hopes they won't
be gone for long. Her new
Uncle Gideon hides things. Her
Aunt Miami is star-crossed.
And Derek, a kid her age,
refuses to leave his room.But
Felicity needs Derek's help.
Gideon is getting coded letters
from Felicity's parents, and
she's sure they're in trouble.
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Can Felicity crack the code,
heal the family and save her
parents, all while surviving her
first crush? It's a tall order for
a small girl, but Felicity is up
for the challenge.
In God's Name Mar 31 2020
Describes how people have
given God different names
according to their experience
of Him, including "Source of
Life," "Maker of Peace,"
"Mother," "Father," and
"Friend," and thought that their
own name for Him was the only
true one, and suggests that
allthese names are part of the
truth
If I Should Die Before I
Wake Aug 24 2019 As Hilary, a
Neo-Nazi initiate, lies in a
coma, she is transported back
to Poland at the onset of World
War II into the life of a Jewish
teenager.
The Friendship Doll Apr 12
2021 I am Miss Kanagawa. In
1927, my 57 doll-sisters and I
were sent from Japan to
America as Ambassadors of
Friendship. Our work wasn't all
peach blossoms and tea cakes.
My story will take you from
New York to Oregon, during
the Great Depression. Though
few in this tale are as
fascinating as I, their stories
won't be an unpleasant
diversion. You will make the
acquaintance of Bunny, bent on
revenge; Lois, with her head in
the clouds; Willie Mae, who not
only awakened my heart, but
broke it; and Lucy, a friend so
dear, not even war could part
us. I have put this tale to paper
because from those 58
Friendship Dolls only 45
remain. I know that someone
who chooses this book is
capable of solving the mystery
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of the missing sisters. Perhaps
that someone is you.
A Book of Prayer Nov 19
2021 Author Stormie Omartian
has inspired millions toward a
deeper faith and prayer life
through her bestselling books
(more than 10 million copies in
print) including the Power of a
PrayingTM series. In this
beautifully bound Milano
Softone edition of A Book of
Prayer, Stormie shares a
special selection of these
prayers with those desiring
closer communication with
God. A Book of Prayer provides
an entire year's worth of short,
encouraging prayers readers
can use to start their own lifechanging conversations with
God. Each prayer includes a
Scripture verse to draw people
into the Father's presence as
they lift up prayers of
thanksgiving, forgiveness,
wholeness, healing, and love.
This compact book makes a
perfect gift of inspiration for
any occasion.
The Grace Walk Experience
Jan 10 2021 For years, Steve
McVey's Grace Walk (more
than 200,000 copies sold) has
inspired Christians to leave
behind a performance and fearbased faith to embrace a faith
lived in abundance and grace.
Now The Grace Walk
Experience workbook helps
readers move that message of
hope from their heads to their
hearts as they explore eight
truths that have changed lives
worldwide daily, interactive
studies that reveal grace as
much more than a doctrine
ways to quit "doing" for God so
that He can live through them
illustrations of the wonder and
miracle of faith as God

intended God's Word, salvation,
and evangelism with new
perspective This excellent tool
for church classes, small group
discussion, and individual study
will lead believers to
understand their identity in
Christ, let go of legalism, and
make room for the overflowing
love, mercy, and purpose of life
lived wholly in God's grace.
Revenge of the Teacher's Pets
Mar 24 2022 The Brewster
Triplets are back to school -and up to new hijinks -- in this
hilarious new story from
Jennifer Ziegler! The Brewster
triplets have this whole school
year figured out. They'll share
notes and books and help plan
their big sister's wedding, and
they're all going to be on color
guard. Smooth sailing through
the seventh grade.Only nothing
goes right. They're accidentally
on cheer squad, of all things.
And the sisters are split into
different classes--which Darby
is failing because of her
terrible participation grade.
Meanwhile, Delaney really likes
cheerleading and doesn't want
just go along with what Dawn
wants this time, especially on
her cheering crusade. Can the
triplets take turns pretending
to be Darby, plan a shower for
their beloved big sister, and
stay out of the trouble Dawn
keeps getting them into? And
more importantly, can they do
it without being split up for
good? Three times the
teacher's pets means three
times the school shenanigans
in this fun Brewster Triplets
romp from Jennifer Ziegler.
When the Wind Bears Go
Dancing Oct 19 2021 Who
hasn't wondered what's going
on when the wind outside your
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window blows and howls all
night long? In this magical
explanation for stormy
weather, one small child joins
the wild and woolly Wind Bears
as they cavort in the moonlit
sky to music performed by the
stormy night band.
Romeo Blue Oct 31 2022
When Flissy Bathburn's parents
first dropped her off in
Bottlebay, Maine, she hated
everything about it. She hated
the big gloomy house she was
to live in. She hated meeting
her long-lost and highly
eccentric relatives. And most of
all, she hated knowing that she
was safe in America while her
parents faced the guns of WWII
in Europe. But a year has
passed now, and Flissy has
grown to love her life in
Bottlebay -- and especially
Derek, the boy the Bathburns
have adopted. Then a man
claiming to be Derek's true
father arrives, and soon he's
asking all sorts of strange
questions. Flissy has a nose for
trouble. Has Derek's new
father come to take him away .
. . or is there something even
more sinister happening in
Bottlebay, Maine?
Conductoid Nov 07 2020
What if your daydreams were
true? Fatherless Jack and
Phoebe are completely nonidentical twins. Jack's so vague
he has daydreams within
daydreams. He dreams he's a
Conductoid. Beings from other
dimensions can only use their
powers on earth through him.
But the days for dreaming are
over. Just ask Jack's teachers.
Don't they know lives will be
lost? For the difference
between the "impossible" and
"possible" is but two small
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letters. And as for Phoebe,
well, the twins are completely
non-identical.
The Boy on Cinnamon Street
May 26 2022 A story about a
wounded girl and the boy who
won't give up on her. 7th
grader Louise should be the
captain of her school's
gymnastics team - but she isn't.
She's fun and cute and should
have lots of friends - but she
doesn't. And there's a dreamy
boy who has a crush on her but somehow they never
connect. Louise has everything
going for her - so what is it
that's holding her back?
Phoebe Stone tells the winning
story of the spring when 7th
grader Louise Terrace wakes
up, finds the courage to
confront the painful family
secret she's hiding from - and
finally get the boy.
The Secret Garden ; A Little
Princess Dec 29 2019 The
Secret garden: Ten-year-old
Mary comes to live in a lonely
house on the Yorkshire moors
and discovers an invalid cousin
and the mysteries of a locked
garden. ; A Little princess: Sara
Crewe, a pupil at Miss
Minchin's London school, is left
in poverty when her father dies
but is later rescued by a
mysterious benefactor.
Romeo, Romeo Sep 05 2020 "A
sparkling new voice! If you love
witty dialogue, great
characters and a lot of fun in
your books, this is the writer

for you!" - Maureen Child, USA
Today bestselling author
Rosalie Ronaldi doesn't have a
domestic bone in her body ...
All she cares about is her
career, so she survives on takeout and dirty martinis, keeps
her shoes under the dining
room table, her bras on the
shower curtain rod, and her
clothes on the couch ... Nick
Romeo is every woman's
fantasy - tall, dark, handsome,
rich, really good in bed, AND
he loves to cook and clean ...
He says he wants an
independent woman, but when
he meets Rosalie, all he wants
to do is take care of her. Before
too long, he's cleaned up her
apartment, stocked her
refrigerator, and adopted her
dog ... So what's the problem?
Just a little matter of mistaken
identity, corporate theft, a
hidden past in juvenile
detention and one big nosy
Italian family too close for
comfort ...
From the Files of Madison
Finn: All Shook Up - Book
#22 May 14 2021 Seventhgrader Madison Finn has her
hands full with a new friend, a
boyfriend, and a very important
job.
Pip: The Story of Olive Jul 16
2021 A fabulous new voice and
a gem of a novel. Kim Kane's
ruthless depiction of the
pecking order in a girls' school
is both hilarious and startling
in its honesty.
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All the Blue Moons at the
Wallace Hotel Aug 17 2021
After the death of their father,
Fiona, who wants to be a
ballerina and to be accepted by
her peers, and her younger
sister, Wallace, who is an
independent free-spirit, rebuild
a life for themselves and their
artist mother in the nowneglected mansion tha
A Date with the Ice Princess
Jun 14 2021
Paris for Two Apr 24 2022
The best cure for a terrible
crush on someone like Windel
Watson is a trip across the
ocean. That's what twelve-yearold Petunia Beanly thinks, until
she hears where her family is
moving. Not Paris. Not France.
Anywhere would be better.
Because that's where Windel
will be, too. When the Beanly
family gets to Paris, Pet's older
sister seems right at home. Ava
swans around looking
beautiful, and making Pet feel
even smaller and more
awkward. It feels like Paris has
a place for everyone except
Pet. All she wants to do is hide
in a dark room with the pillows
over her head. But it turns out
Paris has plans for Petunia
Beanly. There are three
bouquets awaiting her. If Pet
can only find her courage, each
bouquet will open a door and
bring with it a sparkle that will
change everything. And the
person behind it? That will be
Paris's biggest surprise of all.
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